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DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY SELECTIVE ATTENTION
PROCESSES. M.J. Taylor. S.C. Khan and W.J, Loqan*. Div.
Neurology, Hasp. Sick Children, Toronto, Canada.
We studied the development of early attentional processes in
parallel and serial visual search tasks. Event-related potentials (ERPs)
were recorded from children (n=40, 17-12 yr of age), from 25 active
electrodes. Pop-out paradigms were used for the two parallel
processing tasks a n d a conjunction of features task w a s used to study
serial processing. In the colour parallel task the standard stimuli were
small, blue rectanglesand the pop-out stimuli (targets; 20%) were
small, red rectangles; In the size task the targets were large blue
squares. Non-target pop-out stimuli were also presented (17%). In the
serial task the targets were conjunction of features from the parallel
task, i.e.. large, red squares; the standard stimuli were variously sized
a n d coloured s a u a r e s a n d recianales. Subiects
oressed
a buiton to
,
,
target st~muli
React~ontlmes decreased w ~ t ha g e and task (colour<size<ser~al) A
posterior P1 and N2 were measured as well as a n anterlor P 2 a n d N2
In 7 - 8 yr old ch~ldrenthere w a s v e w l~ttleeffect as a funct~onof task
for these components W ~ t h~ n c r e a i ~ na g e the processing a s s o c ~ a t e d
with the colour targets became faster than that associated w ~ t hthe
size or serlal tasks There were a g e maln effects for the P I and N2a
across the three a g e groups T h e s e data suggest that developmental
changes a r e continu~ngeven In the very early s t a g e s of vlsual
selectlve attentlonal processing ~n simple pop-out tasks The
maturational changes are not parallel across the three tasks wlth the
ERPs from the slze task b e ~ n gmore similar to the ERPs from the
serial than the colour task T h e s e data will b e d ~ s c u s s e dIn terms of
me G u d e o Search model of attentton
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INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS (ICA) Of: EVENT-RELATED
POTENTIALS DURING SELECTIVE ATTENTION.
S. M a k e g is, L. Anllo-Vento!, T-P. J ~ m g t tA.J
, Belit, T. J. SejnowskiiB, and S. A.
HJlrwdF.
University
,
- iNaifal Health Research Center; SDept. Ne~~rosciences,
of California San Diego; $Salk Institute for Biological Studies, La Jolla, and
Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
Recordings of event-related potentials (ERPs) can reveal the tlme course of
brain events associated with visual perception and selective attention. ERP
studies of visual-spatialattention indicate that cortical processingof stimuli appearing in the attended location is augmented as early as 80 ms after stimulus onset. However, separation of the multiple hrain processes contributing to
the surface-recorded components of ERP waveforms has proven difficult. Recently, an 'infomax' algorithm for the blind separation of linearly mixed inputs
has been devised (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995)and applied toEEG and ERP analysis (Makeig et al., 1996). The neural generators of ICA sources are not specified
by the algorithm and may be either physically compact or distributed.
Results of applying thishdependent Component Analysis (ICA) algorithm
to single-subject and group-mean ERPs recorded during a visual selective attention experiment (Anllo-Vento and Hillyard, 1996) suggest that ERF waveforms represent a sum of overlapping, discrete and time-limited brain processin^ events whose amplitudes are modulated by selective attention without af-

operates on early source components in a manner similar to a sensory gaincontrol mechanism, while later components appear to reflect further processmg
of stiniulus features and feature conjunctions.
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BILATERAL VISUO-SPATIAL ATTENTION SYSTEMS IN PARTIAL AND
TOTAL SPLIT-BRAIN PATIENTS M Las~ondcl.M Arrolnt, JP
Gu~ilcmo*A Oualtnn& M Del Pe?ce2, and I Pmo2 1 Groupe de Recher~heen
Neumpsycholog~eExpBrm~entale,Un~vcr?~te
de Montreal, Canada, 2 Cenlro
dell'epilessla, Ospedale Torrette, Ancona, Italy
Normal indivldudis can attend only one vlrual stimulus at a tlme on the
h ..
d w. of
l ~ ~ a l ~ z aInt ~the
o nwwal i d d S ~ n i cnllosotoni~zed
e
nauents ha\rc d~vldcr!
.
visual fields, they couid also have divided visuo-spatial attention systems and indecd,
some studies of split-brain subjects indicate that they can perform concurrent
attentional searclies of both the left and r~ghtvisoei fields. However, other sludics
using spatial cuing of attention with the Posner paradigm, have suggcsted an
integrated attention system in split-bralns.The discrepancy may be explained by the
hypothesis of divided \,isual attention systems hut an ~ntegretedresponse selection
mechanism in split-brain suhjccts. In the prcsent experiment, three patients with a
total cailosotomy and sexn patients with a scction of the anterior 50-80% of the
corpus callosum produced bimanual (lever pull) simple reaction times to iateralized
(leftlrigilt) visual targets (X). Targets were preceded (SOA=500 ms) hy pairs of
spatiai cues displayed on the i~nmediatcleft and right of fixation. Valid cues were
pairs of arrows pointing to the upcoming target location while Invalid cucs pointed
in the opposite direction. Ambiguous cues consisted in arrows pointing away from
fixation, with rhe left-sided arrow pointing left and the right-sided arrow pointing
right. Neutml cues were equal signs. Subjects with totai or anterior callosotomy
showed shorter reaction limes with valid than invalid cues. Both groups also showed
reaction times that were shorter with ambiguous cues than with neutral cues. In fact.
reaction ilmes with ambiguous cues were identical to those with veld cues. Thc
advantage for an~biguouscues relative to neutral cues indicates that split-brain
subjects dirccted the~rattention to each visual half-field in response to ambiguous
cues. It 1s concluded that caliosotomy results in divided visuo-spatinl attention
sysbrns, even with sparing of the splenium. This latter observation suggests that thc
portion of the corpus callosum that is anterior to its caudal 50% contributes to the
integration of latcralized visuo-spatial attentional mechan~sinsin normals. (FCAR)
~

PASSIVE A N D ACTIVE PROCESSING OF FORMANT
TRANSITIONS: A PET STUDY. P.Belin, M . Z i l b o v i c i u s , S.
C r o z i e r , M:C. M a s u r e , P h . R e m v a n d Y. S a m s o n * . SHFJ,
CEA O r s a y a n d S U C V , La Salpetriiire, Paris, P r a n c e .
W e have previously reported that in the normal subject the right
temporal auditory cortex is less extensively activated for rapid
(40ms) than slow (200111s) formant trans~tions(FT) d ~ m n gpassive
listening, whereas activation is similar in both conditions in the left
auditory cortex [Belin et al, 951. In order to extend these findings,
w e performed a PET-H,"O act~vations t u d y In 10 normal subjects.
Pairs of nonsense consonant-vowel-consonant(CVC)-like stimuli
with 200, 80, 40 a n d 20n1s FT w e r e presented in p a s s ~ v ea n d actwe
(discrimination) conditions. Data were analysed w t h SPM
software. Compared to rest, all listening conditions activated both
left a n d right auditory cortex. D u r i n ~prrssivr listening, the focus of
k 480 to
activation in the right lempornl lollc progressively s l i r ~ ~ nfrom
76 voxels when FT duration decreased from 200 to 20 ms. The I@
ter~rpovnl activation was always associated with a left frontal
activation including Broca's area. 111 all these regions, the general
pattern of activations w a s similar dul-mg octivtz I~stening, a s
evidenced by the lack of significant difference between actlve a n d
passive conditions. These results confirm that rapid acoustic
changes are less efficiently processed by the nglit than b y the left
auditory cortex, a n d support the hypothesis of a t e n q x m l
b!j ii DRC
processing advantage of the left hemisphere. S~ryportr~f
grtint of AP-HP.
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REACTION TIME STUDIES OF DICHOTIC LISTENING TO SPEECH
Yund, Dept of Neurology and
Dawd L Woods*, Aktra Uno, and E Wlll~an~
Neurosc~encesCenter, UC Davls, Nortllern Cailfomla Svslem of Clmics, Marlmner,
CA 94553
When
dlffercnt
1consonant-vowel svllables
(CVs) are presented
s~n~ultaneously
to the two
ears,
subjects
more
dcc~rdtely IepOrl CVS
presented to the rght ear
The chronometry of 1111s
nght-ear
advantage
(REA) and the degree to
wh~ch 11 dcpcnds on
acoustlc and phonetlc
compctlt~on
were
examined In reaction ttme
( R n expenments m
whtch subjects selectively
ts 1 and 2) or to a specified voice (male or
to detect occasional targets (CVs or nonled at normal speech rate (mean Zlsec) and
CV, tone and noise burst stimuli.
ed performance, REAs were
nced by phonetic con~petition.

SPARSE CODING AND ATTENTIONAL MECHANISMS ENABLE NEURAL
SEPARATION OF MULTIPLE INTERFERING INPUT STREAMS- A
BIOLOGICALLY PLAUSIBLE "COCKTAIL PARTY" PROCESSOR
R. Linsker.' IBM Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights. NY 10598.
What neural information processing principles enable a perceptual or
cognitive subsystem to process input (From the environment or other brain
regions) that is produced by multiple sources. s o that the subsystem can
reliably attribute a portion of the input to one source. and attend lo that
source only? I propose that the loilowing strategy may be used in neural
systems: 1. Map the input stream into a representation (a) whose output
preserves substant~aiinformation about the input signal, and (b) that is
sparse -- i e , large output values are rare, yet carry the bulk of the information 2 Using some known properties of the input stream, label many
of the large output values according to their likely source 3 Suppress (inattend to] values not corresponding to a selected source 4. Reconstruct
an approximation of the selected source il desired
A concrete example is the "cocklail party" processing effect: the ability
to listen to a superimposed mixture of acoustic sources ( e g speakers at
different locations), attend to one source, and suppress perception ol interlering sources. Computational methods typically have been limited to
special non-biological cases, e.g , in which there are at least a s many receivers a s sound sources. I demonstrate a method lor inlerring each of N
(23) sources, given just two received mixtures, despite the lact that an inh i t e number of possible sets of N sources can yield the identical pair of
mixtures. In experiments, the reconstruction preserved any selected one
of three speech sources, with little trace of the interlering sources
Supported by IBM Corporation.
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